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We now know, as have Ayurvedic devotees for centuries, that the way we live affects our
skin. Diet and lifestyle have a huge impact on the health of our skin; and cluing into your
dosha (http://www.organicauthority.com/how-to-choose-the-right-natural-beauty-productsfor-your-dosha/) also helps big time. A way to take the Ayurveda goodness one step further
is with Ayurvedic beauty products.
Have questions? We have answers. Judith Bourgeois Education Specialist at Shankara, a line
of carefully crafted Ayurvedic beauty products, lays her wisdom on us. Read our interview to
find out what makes a product Ayurvedic, how they differ from other natural beauty
products, ingredients that are perfect for your skin, and how to set up an Ayurvedic beauty
regimen of your own.

The Juicy Details on Ayurvedic Beauty With Judith
Bourgeois of Shankara
Liz Thompson: What makes Ayurvedic beauty different from other natural beauty products?
Judith Bourgeois: Ayurveda is all about bringing back and maintaining balance, and
balance is what will address symptoms at a deeper level for long-lasting results. Otherwise,
we might end up chasing one symptom after another, getting rid of one problem only to see
another one arise. When the whole is not considered in its totality we are bound to fix
something while creating an imbalance somewhere else. Ayurveda offers a much more
holistic approach.
LT: Are there certain ingredients most commonly used in Ayurvedic beauty that don’t appear
as often in other natural beauty products?
JB: Some balancing herbs such as neem (http://www.organicauthority.com/deliciousbeauty/i-can-naturally-whiten-my-teeth-with-what.html), brahmi, amla, and ashwagandha
(http://www.organicauthority.com/5-proven-benefits-of-ashwagandha-plus-our-favoritebrands/)are good examples. They have enhanced abilities to deeply purify, repair, renew, and
protect the skin:

protect the skin:

Neem – Purifies the skin, which is the first step in achieving healthy, youthful skin.
Brahmi – Aids in skin regeneration, repairing and renewing.
Amla – Assists Brahmi in protecting the skin. It also prevents damage and boosts collagen
production.
Ashwagandha – Synergistically enhances the effects of the other ingredients, and helps the
skin adapt to stresses created through diet and lifestyle as well as from the environment.
LT: How does Ayurvedic beauty fit into modern beauty routines?
JB: Ayurvedic products are simply formulated differently to account for all aspects of the
skin. There are many simple Ayurvedic tips that will support the health and radiance of the
skin.
For example, we know that stress, tiredness, or toxic accumulation will show up in the skin.
Lifestyle choices that include following a good daily routine, meditating or doing yoga,
eating fresh, unprocessed, organic food, and eating your largest meal when your digestive
fire is at the strongest (between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.) will definitely help.
Going to bed early, before the second pitta cycle of the day starts (from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.) is
ideal, according to Ayurveda. If you stay up past 10 p.m. you will inevitably get your second
wind and probably stay up much longer (aggravating vata) and also get hungry again. Your
digestive fire gets activated at that time but it is not as strong as it was around noon time.
This second pitta cycle of the day serves a different purpose. It is really there to help the
body to detoxify. When we stay up late and eat again, we miss out on that wonderful
purification process.
LT: What are the best skincare ingredients for each dosha?
JB: Before I answer this, I would like to mention that it is not enough to select dosha-specific
ingredients, but that they need to work synergistically together which can only happen with
the proper formulation and precise percentages for each and every ingredient.

To bring into balance the fiery nature of pitta, products will need to be hydrating, cooling,
and soothing. Ingredients will have anti-inflammatory properties to calm down sensitivity,
irritation, and redness if present. Moisturizing and slightly sebum-balancing ingredients will
adapt perfectly to the conditions of the skin and bring balance whether the skin feels
perfectly normal or partially dry or oily (combination skin). Blue chamomile, sandalwood,
almond, and borage oil are good examples.
To bring into balance the cold, light, and dry nature of vata, products need to be warming,
rich, highly hydrating and moisturizing. Ingredients are selected for their regenerative
qualities to help slow down the somewhat accelerated aging process. Rose, life everlasting,
macadamia, and foraha oil are good examples.
To bring into balance the cold, heavy, and oily nature of kapha, products will be warming,
light, and sebum-balancing. Ingredients will also have stimulating qualities to help with
congestion and sluggishness. Bergamot, geranium, green tea, and bitter orange are good
examples.
LT: How do you advise someone new to Ayurveda in choosing products for their skin?
JB: One bit of advice I usually give is that your Ayurvedic skin type will not change with age.
Everybody’s skin will get a little dryer and a little thinner (the serums will play an important
role here to help replenish hydration and assist in collagen production) but the skin type
won’t change. Since we are working with products that will balance the skin on many levels
and not just on the level of symptoms, it is important to remember this. For example, the
heat in pitta skin, or its tendency towards inflammation is still there no matter the age.

7 Ayurvedic Beauty Brands You’ll Love
There is truly something for every skin type and issue with Ayurvedic beauty. The best part?
You can choose products based on your dosha so you’ll know they work on your skin type.
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1. Shankara (http://www.shankara.com)
Ancient wisdom meets modern beauty in this thoughtful brand. Using wildcrafted and

ganic-

organic ingredients, Shankara includes hand-picked herbs, actives, and essential oils to
create unique products with each dosha in mind. Made in small batches and cold processed
to ensure the integrity of each ingredient. Try Balance Oxygenating Mask
(https://rstyle.me/n/cyhvsz7zv6) to detox and depuff skin with yerba mate. To get in on the

ergeticfull experience, visit Shankara Spa at The Art of Living Retreat Center

out-

(https://artoflivingretreatcenter.org/spa/) in the Blue Ridge Mountains of North Carolina.

